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Step 2. Identify

Fairtrade Risk Map
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Fairtrade Risk Map
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COUNTRIES
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COUNTRIES



What is in the Fairtrade Risk Map?
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COMMODITIES
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DUE DILIGENCE 

WITH FAIRTRADE

Our four new services



Four new services to accompany you in 
your HREDD journey

Whether you’re a business taking the first steps on your human 
rights and environmental due diligence (HREDD) journey or looking 
for more in-depth risk assessments and action plans, we can help.

Our new services are:

1. The fundamentals of HREDD and your company

2. Risk assessments and your supply chain

3. Tailored risk report

4. Prevention and mitigation plans



1. The fundamentals of due diligence
and your company
An advisory service giving you a comprehensive understanding of due diligence 
expectations and obligations relevant to your company.

Including:

1. Your obligations

2. The role of rightsholder engagement

3. An analysis of the gaps in your sustainability work regarding HREDD

4. How Fairtrade can support you



2. Risk assessments and your
supply chain
A service supporting your company to understand the arising expectations and 
obligations of human rights and environmental risk assessment.

Including:

1. The expectations and oblications

2. Feedback on your possible existing risk assessment processes

3. Advise on how to include meaningful rightsholder engagement

4. Recommendations on next steps



3. Tailored risk report

This risk assessment service supports your company to understand specific 
human rights and environmental risks and challenges. 

Including:

1. A tailored risk assessment on a particular product and country or region

2. A report highlighting specific risks, with contextual information, and the 
potential root causes and analysis

3. A risk report which is produced through meaningful rightsholder engagement 
including exchange with farmers, workers and Fairtrade staff

4. Recommendations on next steps



4. Prevention and mitigation plan

A service to identifying effective and legitimate measures to tackle the risks and 
challenges in your risk commodities and sourcing areas.  

Including:

1. A prevention and mitigation plan that describes key programmes, initiatives 
and activities currently operating, or that could be launched.

2. Recommendations for your company, taking into account your resources, 
networks and leverage.

3. Can be accompanied by real-time exchange with rightsholders and Fairtrade 
staff from the chosen area of origin.



Why are the voices of rights-holders 
central to due diligence?

Meaningful stakeholder engagement is a central part of due diligence – and the most 
important stakeholder group are the people whose rights business may harm. 

In human rights-related work, it’s a fundamental principle that no one can decide for other 
people how their challenges should be ranked and addressed. They must be involved.

We believe that it takes collaboration to identify the most salient human rights and 
environmental risks, their root causes, and effective solutions.
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Due diligence is a learning process

Launch 27 June 2023!



Why Fairtrade?

We support stakeholder engagement that aims to: 

• Offer rightsholders genuine opportunities for voicing their views and influencing due 

diligence activities. 

• Provide companies with information that supports identification of the most serious 

harms, and appropriate and effective measures for addressing them.



Any questions/ comments? 

Maija Lumme 
maija.lumme@fairtrade.fi

You can find me in LinkedIn: maijalumme


